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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.

DISCLAIMER
Portions of this document may be illegible in
electronic image products. Images are produced
from the best available original document.
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Nevada's geothermal res
exploration activi
r geothermal power through 1973.
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s is still mainly in the e
ple, down-the-hole heat exchange systems
prevent the mineral-laden water from coming in conith generating equipment).
At the present time, seven countries-Italy, New Zealand,
eland, the USSR, and the USA-derive
city from geothermal steam (Grose, 1972). Hydroonly power source that has been found
eaper than geothermal power, and then only in certain cases. At The Geysers, Calif., the only U.S. installation,
geothermal electric power has proven to be cheaper than
s, regardless of plant size
ost of generation at The Geysers is in
rds of that which could be obtained
coal-fired plant. The Geysers presently produce
enough electricity to supply about 300,000 persons (about

utilizing this energy.
The source of the earth’s heat, which increases with in-

Nevada Resources
spots” are known to occur, for exampfe,

Nevada’s geothermal resources have great potential, but
w of the many areas with potential have been
in any detail. Some of these areas have been
information is not readily
n gap, the Nevada Bureau of
Geology is compiling all available data on the
resources of the State, and, in addition, is doing
ork on neglected areas. This information is on
t the Bureau office in Reno, and is available for public
will later be assembled into a published
ide and Schilling, in preparation). A map showspring locations and names has already been
orton, 1964a). The authors and the Bureau
iate any additional infermation to help fill the
many gaps in our records.

roduce

tered over the entire State
ere are at least 300 thermal springs known in
use of hot springs in Nevada dates back t o
e, when Indians used them for bathing. scaldgeese, and as an aid in removing the pitch
ine cones and seeds. Early explorers and the
f the 49’ers used the hot springs for drinking,
atering stock. Because of the State’s arid
ven if mineralized and hot, has always been
ource. The waters of almost all the springs
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GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN NEVADA THROUGkI 1973
megaw
rs per year. Generating capacity in N ~ W I ~
may well rise to an even higher level, as generating facilities
are constructed in Nevada to supply the needs of population
centers in California as well as the local users. Nevada’s
entire populatiori ol over half a million could be supplied
by a single 100Ckmegawatt nuclear plant, or by a geothernial
field the size of The Geysers in northern California (when
this field is fully developed). Obviously the demand for
electrical energy from outside the State will greatly influ-.
ence both the development of electric generation facilities
and the ,exploration for new energy sources, including
geothermal power.

in the State, whether hot or not, hav
ppropriated
for some beneficial use. The mines of the Comstock Lode
at Virginia City were famous for the great quantities of hot
water encountered. At Tonopah 3 million gallons of hot
water were pumped every day from the workings; the flow
from the Tonopah mines was used to operate greenhouses.
krthe 1800’s and early 1900’s resorts grew up around many
of the hot springs. Many of these spas are now gone, but
some are still found; for example, those at Steamboat and
Lawton’s Hot Springs near Reno. Today many hot spring
_s _are
used for swimming and other Kgcmational activiSwimming pools using the naturally heated water from
ot springs are common in the less populated areas of the
State. The hot water, either from springs or shallow wells,
often suitable for use in pools with no treatment, although
King of water of various temperatures may be necessary.
atural pools and ponds of hot water at hot springs can be
ear boiling and are extremely dangerous. When investigahot spring areas persons should exercise considerable
ion. (Hot mud often occurs under a seemingly solid
ce. This surface may break under a person’s weight).
Steamboat Hot Springs, 8 miles south of Reno, have
been used for several commercial purposes, including bath
resorts, processing asphalt emulsions, and in the melting
and casting of plastic explosives. The hot water from Moana
Hot Springs in Reno has been used in the past to melt
winter ice and snow from streets. In the Stillwater area
near Fallon in west-central Nevada, steam and hot wate
were encountered while drilling water wells in an area
where there were no hot springs, and have been used t o
heat dwellings in this farming area. A number of homes in
the southwestern part of Reno (along the Steamboat-MoanaLawton’s thermal anomaly) are heated by simple heat-

.

l

Geology
The Basin and Range physiographic province, in which
Nevada is located, is an area o€ high heat flow, believed to
result from near melting conditions in the lower crust and
upper mantle. The west-central and north-central areas of
Nevada have higher hot spring temperatures (Koenig, 1970)
and are regions of greater than normal heat flow. An area of
conspicuously higher heat flow,called the “Battle Mountain
high,” is located in north-central Nevada (fig. 1). The boundaries of this region, and possibly others as yet undetected,
need to be delineated by more systematic heat-flow s u ~ ~ e y s .
This would provide useful guidance in the search for economically exploitable geothermal fields (Sass and others,
1971). The Battle Mountain high has an indicated average
heat flow of about three heat flow units (two heat flow units
is about average for Nevada), but the thermal gradients,
which range from 30” to 60°C/km (about 2.6-4.3”F/100 ft.)
are not as high as might be expected, because of datively
high thermal conductivities of the rocks in this area (White,
1973). The Battle Mountain high may be the result of fairly
recent intrusion of magma into the earth’s crust. The Quaternary volcanism within the region suggests that this view
is reasonable (Sass and others, 1971).
Nevada has a considerable range
ature due both to its variations in elevation and its
ent over approximately 7 degrees o
nthly temperature usually varies
them to southern Nevada. For this reason, comparisons
hot spring temperatures with a StdtCWide mean annual
temperatures are usually not worthwhile.
In many areas of the world, hot springs and other highature phenomena such as fumeroles are associated
geologically young igneous rocks, commonly less than
lion years old. Young volcanic rocks or active volcat the earth’s surface often indicate that hotter bodies
present below, in the upper

con-

of a Iarge province of Cenozoic
Nevada lies in the
rocks. Although many of these rocks are 10 to 30
million years otd, younger volcanic rocks are found in niany
areas. In Nevada, young volcanic rocks are ftidnd in the
Mono Lake-Aurora area of southwestern Mineral Couirty
and adjacent California, in southwestern Eureka (‘ouiily,
north of Silver Peak (Esmeralda County), in tkc C‘arscm and
Virginia Ranges near Reno, at Lunar Cr;ller in nc)rtllca\tcrn
Nye County, at the north end of the Flsli (‘tuck M~~ttittains

xpanding population and
, as well as the extension
mote areas. A map by
f Nevada’s transmission
u d h g electrical powertransmission lines. Power consumption h Nevada is expected to double by 1980, rising to about 12 million

3

Steam wells at the Beowawe geothermal area, shortly after their
completion in 1959. (photo courtesy of Southern PacifiK:Tmnspor
tation Ca)

the pipe from
a geothermal well at Bndy’s Hot S
Churchin County.
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in northern Lander County, in Reveille Valley and thk
Amargosa Desert in Nye County, on Railroad Point in
northwestern Humboldt County, and in the WinnemuccaBattle Mountain area of north-central Nevada, as well as in
a number of other areas. K-Ar (potassium-argon) dating
has defmed the age relations of many volcanic centers in
Nevada, and will continue to be useful in the future. (Age
dates on Nevada rocks are listed in Nevada Bureau of Mines
and Geology Report 10, and additional data have been and
will continue to be reported m various articles of the journal
Isochron/West).
Many of Nevada’s numerous hot springs occur along
major faults which b b n d the State’s mountain ranges. The
basin-md-mnge Pattern of h e a r , north-south-trending
mountain and valley blocks is a result of these faults. The
ground Water in the valleys Often circulates to considerable
depths along Some of these fractures, and is heated b’the
hotter rocks found at these depths- If one knows the
approximate geothermal gradient, the depth of circulation
of ground water can often be estimated from water ternFratures of SflringS (assuming little COOling has taken Place
as the water ascends t o the surface). The ground water

r

under many of Nevada’s valleys is measured in the millions
of acre feet per basin.
Hot-spring temperatures in the State range up t o boiling,
although surface water measurements on boiling springs will
commonly be somewhat below the boiling point for any
@en elevation because surface evaporation and other
cooling phenomena may substantially reduce water temperatures. The best measurements are usually made directly
in the orfice of the spring, below the water surface where
the flow is greatest. Below altitudes of 5,OOO meters (about
16,000 feet), the boiling point of water decreases 1°F for
each 550-feet (l0C for each 303 meten) increase in elevation above sea level. ~i~~~~ 3 is a graph showing altitude
plotted against the boiling point; from this graph it can be
seen that a spring at an elevation of 6,500 feet will be
boiling at water temperatures nearly 12°F below the sealevel boiling point. Conversely, the boiling point rapidly
increases with depth below the earth’s surface (see fig. 4).
Gases in solution lower the boiling point while mineral s u b
stances in solution raise the boiling point (however, the
effect of elevation of depth is much greater than any changp
due to dissolved materials).
The major portion of Nevada’s hot springs are found in
the northern half of the State. Among the many geothermal

Operator
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Name

1. Steamboat Hot Springs

1954
1959
1960?
1960
1961
1961

Nevada Thermal Power CO.
Nevada Thermal Power CO.
Nevada Thermal Power Co.
Nevada Thermal Power CO.

m

2. The Needles (Pyramid Lake)
Western Geothermat Inc.
Western Geothermal Inc.
Western Geothermal Inc.
3. Wards Hot Spring (Fly Ranch)
Western Geothermal Inc.
Western Geothermal Inc.
4. Monte Neva Hot Springs
Magma Power Co.
5. Beowawe Geysers

Magma Power Co.
Magma Power Co.
Vulcan Thermal Power Co.
Vulcan Thermal Power Co.
Vukan Thermal Power Co.
Vulcan Thermal Power Co.
V u h n Thermal Power Co.
Vulcan Thermal Power Co.
sierra Pacific power CO.(?P
sierra Pacific POW CO.(?)~
sierra Pacific power CO.(?)~
Sierra Pacifsc power ~0.c)'
Chervon-American Thermal Rca

s No. 2(?)3
s No. 3(?)3

27-031-90006
27-031-90007
27-031-90008

NW/4,SW/4,SW/4,S6,T26N,RZIE 5888
C,W/2,NE/4,Sl2,T26N,RZlE
WOOO?
NW/4,SW/4,SW/4,!%,T26N,R2lE
?

Ranch No. I(?))

27.031-90009

SW/4,S&T34N,R23E

looo,

27-031-90010

S3S(?),T34N,R23E

800

Mo'nte Neva No. l(?)) 27-033-90000

S24(?),T21N,R63E

402

Bkwawe No. 1
Beowawe No. 2

NE/4,SE/4,NW/4,Sl7,T32N,R48E 1918
SE/4,SW/4,NW/4,Sl7,T32N,R48E 715
NW/4,SW/4,NW/4,SI7,T32N,R48E
7 IS?
C,SE/Q,NW/4,S17.T32N,R48E
655?
NE/4,SW/4,NW/4,S17,T32N,R48E795 01 715

Ginn No. 1-13

27-011-90000
27-01 1-90001
27-011-90002
27-011-90003
27-011-9ooW
27-01 1-90005
27-011-90006
27-01 1-90007
27-01 1-90008
27-01 1-90009
27-011-90010
27-011-9001 1
27-015-90000

S17?,T32NFR48E
S17?,T32N.R48E
NW/4,SW/4,NE/4,S I7,T32N,R48E
Sl7?,T32N,R48E
S17?.T32N,R48E

767
237
478
927
391
NW/4,SE/4,NW/4,Sl7,T32N.R48E 2052
NW/4,NE/4,NW/4,Sl7,T3ZN,R48E lo05
C,SE/4,SE/4,Sl3.T31 N,R47E

208

240

203

)220

Hot water present with
5-10% steam flashover.
Eight core holes drilled
by the U. S. Geological
Survey (1950). for a total
footage of 3316 feet.

1965
1964
1964

Large flow of hot water.

1964

Largest hot springs in
northwestern Nevada.

1961
1961
1961
1963?
1963
19647
1964?
1964?
1964?

-

6. Hot Springs Point (Crescent Valley)

Magma Power Co.

,

of sealing and cold water
innw.

~

~

i

9ooo S16?.TlSN.R25E
9OOO1 SE/4,NE/4,SW/4$16,T15N,R25E

90002 NEfA,SE/4,SE/4,Slb,T15N,R25E

t2

si5

532?
2223

E

m

G

r
0
P

:
3c

10. Durough Hot Springs
Magma Power Co.

z

3c

4

11. Bndy'c Hot Springs
M a w Power Co.
Magma Power eo,
Magma Power Co.
hfagma Power Co.
Magma Power Co.
Magma Power Co.
Magma Power Co.
Earth Energy Inc.
Earth Energy Inc.

Bndy No. 1
Bndy No. 2
Brady No. 3
Brady No. 4
Brady No. 5
Bndy No. 6
Bndy No. 7
R. Bndy EE NO. 1
8 n d y ROSNO. I

700?
21-001-90000 NE/4.NE/4,SW/4.S12,T22N,R26E
241
27-001-90001 NE/4,NE/4,SW/4.SI2.T22N,R26E
27-001-90002 SEl4,SE/4,NW/4,S12,T22N,R26E 610
27-001-9000? SE/4,SE/4,NW/4,S12,T22N,R26E
723
27-001-90004 NW/4,SW/4,NE/4,S12,T22N,R26E 593
27-001-90005 NW /4,SW/4,NE/4.S12,T22N,R26E 770
27-001-90006 NW/4,SW/4.NE/4,S12,T22N.R26€ 250
27-001.90007 Sl2?.T22N,R26E
5062?
27-001-90008 Sl2?.T22YR26E
1758?

1959
1959?
1961?
1%1?

Hot water with 5%steam
fluhover, Problem of
d i g .

z
b

s

r

2

4

I

z

12. StiUwater
Q'Neill Geothamal, Inc.

in t h i s area encountered
hot water and steam
which have been used for
space heating. No springs
or other surface futures

13. WrUy's Hot Springs

Twenty-& shallow holes

u. s. Steel cow.
u. s. Steel corp.

z
m
<

G9
3
P

2
X

L

u)

4
W

^
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M mmmcndvd for the udqw identitiation of w
eb by dI agencies of industry and p v m m e n t
'Name assigned by NcraL &vctu of M i r s apd &olOgY: O&$d name unknown
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Manngemcnt to withdraw about 88,000 acres in northern
Nevada from geothermal leasing for a period of not more
than 2 years.
onal Science Foundation grant to study
ical methods for the delineation of geo-

areas shown on figure 1, the hottest subsurface\temperatures were encountered at Beowawe, Brady’s, and Steamboat Hot Springs (see table 1).

Morrison, University of

ference are implemented, $684.7 million would be invested
over 10 years to probe the engineering and production
unknowns and tolearn to understand and utilize geothermal
energy (Hickel, 1973).
Exploration activity in Nevada by private companies in
the past Year has consisted of geologic studies7 heat flow
and temperature gradient measurements, water analyses,
and various geophysical investigations (gravity, mawetics,
miCrOSeiSmiC, “ground noise,” electrical resistivity, etc.1.
Grose (1971) presents review sf the various exploration
methods used in the search for geothermal energy. Many
of these methods have been wed in NevadaThere are numerous sources of general background
infomation on the geologY of Nevada. Most of the geologic
and geophysical reports and maps have been published
either by the Nevada Bureau of Mines and GeologY or the
U. S. Geological Survey. For help‘in determining what is
available, (inchding unpublished information) contact the
Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (on the University of
Nevada, Reno campus: (702) 784669 I).

well (Western Geothermal Inc., Needles No. 1) is 5,888 feet
deep (table 1).
The cessation of exploratory drilling in the mid-1960’~
was due in large part to the problems of leasing on Federal
land. Also, Nevada’s geothermal resources appear to be
1960’s. Today, with changes in energy supply and investattitudes, exploration is Once again being carried on

merit

ed in several areas.
onable surrounding acreage. The leasd has increased over the past
y a r , with the Stillwater-Soda Lake area probably having
the most activity. Several major oil companies have been
expioringin the area, and geothermal leases have been signed
by a number of private landowners. Exploration has also
dy-Hazen area, on the Walker
tion, at Steamboad Springs south of

Regulation
An August 1965 opinion by the Deputy Attorney Genera1 of Nevada considers geothermal resources as water
resources, and has placed the regulatory jurisdiction with
the Division of Water Resources, Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. Anyone planning t o drill a geothermal well should therefore contact:
Roland G.Westergard, State Engineer
Division of Water Resources

cal, and geophysical studies of several
in Nevada (oral communication, 1973,
flow measurements b

s in northern Nevada to find an

Department of Health, Welfare, and
Rehabilitation
201 South Fall Street
Carson City, NV 89701
(702) 882-7870

kilowatt pilot generating plant would be considered. For
this purpose the A.E.C. has asked the IJ. S. Bureau of Land

8

m escaping from a fault zone which crossed US. Highway 40 approximately 1 mile north of
ot springs, Churchill County. This unusual geothermal activity resulted from a well blowout

59. (photo courtesy of the Nevada State Highway Department)
Bottont: Close-up of :I steam vent which formed after the well blow-out at Brady's Hot Springr Other new vents can be seen in the background. (photo courtesy of the Nevada State Highway DcpwtmenO
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GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION'AND DEVELOPMENT IN NEVADA THROUGH 1973
TABLE 2
Known Geothermal Resources Areas (KGRA's) in Nevada*
(343,9% acres)

1. Beowawe (12,712acres)
Secs. 13, 24, T. 31 N., R. 47 E.
Secs 1-5,7-12,15-20,T. 31 N.. R. 48 E.
Sec. 6,T. 31 N., R 49 E.
2. Brady Hot Springs (19.020 acres)
Secs. 1-4, 9-16, 21-27,T. 22 N.. R. 26 E.
Secs. 34-36,T. 23 N., R 26 E.
Secs 6-8, 17-19,30, T. 22 N., R. 27 E.
Sec. 31, T. 23 N.. R. 27 E.
3. Darrough Hot Springs (8,398acres)
Secs. 1, 12, 13, T. 1 1 N., R. 42 E.
Secs. 5-9,16-20,T. 11 N., R. 43 E.

development and utilization of geothermal steam and associated geothermal resources. Lands. administered by the
Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture are ineluded in those lands available for geothermal leases.

e a 32, 33, T. 37 N., R 26 E.
Sets. 14-17,20-23,26-29,33. 34,T. 34 N.,
R. 55 E.
6. Fly Ranch (5.125 acres)
Sets. 1, 2, 11-14,23, 24,T. 34 N.,R. 23 E.

7. Gerlach (8,972acres)
8. teach Hot Springs (8,926 acres)
Secs 1, 2, 12,T. 31 N.. R. 38 E.

Land Management is
r all national resource
Fated as Known Geo. Noncompetitive leases

34-36.T.21 N., R. 63 E
.15,19,22-27,
30, 31, T. 21 N., R. 64 E.

. Stillwater-Soda Lake (225,211acres)
Secs. 1-3, 10-15,22-27,T. 19 N., R. 27 E.
Secs. 24-26. 34-36,T. 20 N., R. 27 E.
Secs. 1-30,32-36,T. 19 N., R. 28 E.
Secs 1-5. 7-36,T. 20 N., R. 28 E.
Secs. 13, 14,22-28,33-36,
T. 21 N., R. 28 E.
Secs 1-36,T. 19 N.. R. 29 E.
Secs 1-36,T. 20 N., R. 29 E.

tion of geothermal steam or associated geothermal
ces were considered good enough to, warrant expendi-

S ~ C L13-36,T. 2r

Federal Government for geothermal
geothermal resources only by competigulations formulated by the Secretary

1

N., R. 29 E.

Secs. 1-36,T. 19 N., R. 30 E.
Secs 1-36,T. 20 N., R. 30 E.
S e a 13-36,T. 21 N., R. 30 E.
S ~ C S3-10,
.
15-21,29, 30,T. 19 N., R. 31 E.
Secs. 3-10,15-22, 27-34,T. 20 N., R. 31 E.
Secs. 16-22,27-34,T. 21 N., R. 31 E.
13. Wabuska (1 1, 520 acres)
S~CS.9-17.20-24,26-29,T. 15 N., R. 25 E

11
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s, sinter deposits, and volcanic
Bur. Mines Map 25.
in Nevada: Nevada Bur. Mines

ship. The Southern Pacific Co. is the single largest owner of
private land, and holds about 1.5 million acres. Over 80
percent of Nevada’s private land lies along the route of the
Southern Pacific Railroad (and the Humboldt River), form-

Rush, F. E., and Van
r evaluation of selected
1 Nevada: U. S. GeoL

U. S. GeoL Survey.
Waring, G. A, 1965, Thermal springs of the United States and other

countries of the world-a summary: U. S. GeoL S w e y Prof.

1
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The Mackay School of Mines is the educational, research, and public
service center for the geology and mineral industry of Nevada. It is one
of the several colleges of the University of Nevada, Reno. The School
consists of three divisions: the academic division, composed of the
departments of instruction; the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology;
and the Nevada Mining Analytical Laboratory.
The Xevada Bureau of Mines and Geology and the Nevada Mining
Analy?ical Laboratory, as research and public service agencies, make
available information, maps, and reports on the mineral resources an
geology of Nevada. Both organizations work on environmental problems
and assist in the development and utilization of the State’s minera
resources. The Bureau conducts field studies and other research on
geology and mineral deposits. The Laboratory identifies, analyzes, and
evaluates mineral!;. rocks, and ores found in Nevada, and performs
research in mineral beneficiation and extractive metaIIurgy.
For informaticin concerning the geology or mineral resources of
Nevada, write to: Director, Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology,
University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 89507.
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